
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
____________________________________                                          
NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE, )       
      )        Civil Action No. 1:15-cv-00316 (RMC) 
 Plaintiff,    ) 
      ) 
v.      ) 
      ) 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE,   ) 
      ) 
 Defendant.    ) 
____________________________________) 

 
 

JOINT STATEMENT REGARDING PROPOSED BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
 

 On May 1, 2015, the Court entered an order directing the parties to “file a joint proposed 

briefing schedule no later than May 8, 2015.”  Minute Order dated May 1, 2015.  Counsel for the 

parties have conferred, but have been unable to reach agreement regarding a proposed briefing 

schedule in this case.  Accordingly, the parties now file their separate statements regarding a 

proposed briefing schedule. 

I. Statement by Plaintiff 

 This lawsuit concerns a Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request that was 

submitted to defendant Department of State in August 2001 – more than 13 years ago.  The 

request seeks the disclosure of records concerning the communications of former Secretary of 

State Henry A. Kissinger – who left office more than 38 years ago.  In support of its proposal 

(below) that it should be allowed an additional six months to complete its processing of the 

requested records, the Department of State points to, inter alia, its efforts to process the “emails 

that were recently provided to State by former Secretary Hillary Clinton, consistent with FOIA.”  

Aside from noting the obvious fact that the FOIA request at issue in this case was submitted to 
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the agency more than seven years before Secretary Clinton took office, and seeks records 

concerning the tenure of a predecessor who left office in 1977, plaintiff directs the Court to the 

following provision of the Department of State’s FOIA regulations: 

First-in/first-out processing.  As a general matter, information access requests are 
processed in the order in which they are received.  However, if the request is 
specific and the search can be narrowed, it may be processed more quickly. 
 

22 C.F.R. § 171.5(e).  In its attempt to justify its continuing delay in the processing of the 

Kissinger materials at issue here, the agency does not even acknowledge the “first-in/first-out” 

policy that it frequently invokes when seeking to explain its delay in processing relatively recent 

requests. 

 In effect, defendant appears to be attempting to show its entitlement to “additional time to 

complete its review of the records” under 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(C)(i).  The statute, however, 

requires a showing that “exceptional circumstances exist and that the agency is exercising due 

diligence in responding to the request.”  Id. (emphasis added).  The Department of State has not 

even tried to make the requisite showing and, indeed, can by no stretch be found to be 

“exercising due diligence” more than 13 years after receiving plaintiff’s request.  If there is 

anything “exceptional” about the circumstances present here, it is the length of time that has 

passed without a final administrative resolution of plaintiff’s FOIA request. 

 Plaintiff respectfully submits that defendant should be directed to complete its processing 

of the request within 30 days.  Upon plaintiff’s review of the results of the agency’s disclosure 

determination, the parties should confer and propose a schedule for further proceedings. 
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II. Statement by Defendant 

 Defendant United States Department of State (“State”) proposes to complete its 

production of responsive documents to Plaintiff by November 6, 2015.  Defendant has 

constructed this time frame to allow for consultation with other agencies, in the event that 

Defendant identifies other agency’s equities in the documents as Defendant reviews them.  

Defendant proposes that the parties then confer, and if the parties determine that further 

proceedings are necessary, then Defendant proposes to move for summary judgment by January 

4, 2016.   

 These proposed deadlines are reasonable in light of the extraordinary workload of 

Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) matters under which State is currently proceeding.  

Defendant received over 19,000 new FOIA requests in Fiscal Year 2014, and, as of May 2015, 

has experienced an over 100% increase in FOIA lawsuits compared to the same time period last 

fiscal year.  Moreover, the FOIA lawsuits filed against Defendant have grown increasingly 

burdensome and complex.  This surge in the number of complex FOIA lawsuits has necessitated 

the realignment of resources to meet the court-imposed deadlines associated with litigation.   

 These exceptional circumstances are compounded by the fact that a significant portion of 

Defendant’s FOIA-processing resources are currently devoted to reviewing for public release the 

collection of approximately 55,000 pages of emails that were recently provided to State by 

former Secretary Hillary Clinton, consistent with FOIA, and to making those documents 

available to the public by posting them on a Department website.   

 As of today, State is involved as a defendant in approximately 79 FOIA cases nationwide.    

A number of these cases involve large volumes of records and will continue to require that the 

Department devote significant resources in order to comply with federal district court orders or 
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agreed-upon, court-entered deadlines.  These FOIA cases require State to devote significant 

resources in order to comply with federal district court orders or agreed-upon, court-entered 

deadlines.  Furthermore, the same reviewers in State’s Office of Information Programs and 

Services – which is responsible for responding to requests for records under FOIA, the Privacy 

Act of 1974, and other applicable records access provisions – who are working to comply with 

FOIA litigation deadlines are simultaneously handling a constantly high volume of 

administrative requests. 

  The aggregate volume of FOIA work at State directly affects the availability and 

allocation of resources to requests in litigation.  With finite resources and an extremely high 

FOIA workload, State strives to adhere to and comply with FOIA’s statutory and regulatory 

requirements for responsiveness and processing times, to the maximum extent possible.  This 

requires a careful balancing of resources and priorities among both litigation and administrative 

requests, because as explained above, the same reviewers who are working to comply with 

numerous existing FOIA litigation deadlines, including those which will attend a production 

schedule in this case, simultaneously handle a constantly high volume of administrative requests.    

 For the foregoing reasons, Defendant respectfully requests that the Court enter a schedule 

by which State completes its production of responsive documents to Plaintiff by November 6, 

2015 and moves for summary judgment by January 4, 2016.   

Dated: May 8, 2015     Respectfully submitted,   
       
       
       s/ David L. Sobel   

DAVID L. SOBEL 
D.C. Bar No. 360418 
5335 Wisconsin Avenue, NW 
Suite 640 
(202) 246-6180 
Email: sobel@att.net 
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 Counsel for Plaintiff 
 
 
       BENJAMIN C. MIZER 
       Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 

  
 VINCENT H. COHEN, JR.   

  Acting United States Attorney 
 
 JOHN G. INTERRANTE 
 Assistant United States Attorney  
 
   /s/ Daniel Riess                          
 ELIZABETH J. SHAPIRO 
 DANIEL RIESS     
 Trial Attorney      
 U.S. Department of Justice    
 Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch 
 P.O. Box 883  
 Washington, D.C. 20044 
 Telephone:  (202) 353-3098 
 Fax:    (202) 616-8460 
 
 Counsel for Defendant 
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